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Abstract—The paper present a method/apparatus to solve
the memory crunch situations which are present and
probably arise during the software upgrades of the smart
phones. The present date smart phones (Android based) are
using the open source ext4 file system and our method is
working on top of the same by utilizing the existing utilities
of the ext4 file system. The approach can be utilized in two
modes and the underlying approach is same for both modes.
For making the method/apparatus we are using the re-sizing
of the file system partitions and the updation of the partition
table. This approach has scope for even changing the entire
partition layout of the smart phone device. We also
developed the algorithm to manage the partitions and we
also addressed the potential problems during the power
on/off scenarios. This approach gives easiness in user mode
and mission possible in software upgrade mode. This is not
restricted to smart phones, but can extend to the any system
runs with Linux as OS.

II.
A.

Overview of the method
The approach has two modes of operation:


Update mode



User mode

The first mode is used by the OEMs and the second is
for end user.
The algorithms internally used for both the modes are
almost same. The first mode works during the recovery
mode of the Linux kernel and the second will get triggered
from the running kernel (normal mode).
The key features of this method are as follows:
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I.

Approach & Method

Introduction

The major concern of any smart phone user will be the
memory and performance. This paper primary focus on the
memory concerns. One of the major attractive features of the
smart phone is to have the software upgrades. Due to the
increase in demand of the memory (ROM) requirements
during the software upgrade to support new features and
latest applications, the device memory re-partitioning is very
much required. Also during the normal usage of the smart
phones users wish to get more memory from the ROM.
There will lot of space available in the system memory area
of the device, which is generally reserved for future
enhancement of software by the OEM (like: Samsung). The
existing approach is to keep those statically reserved, no
matter whether the user will go for an upgrade.
The approach proposed in this paper will give an option to
the users to make use of the reserved memory in the system
partitioning and at the same time OEMs can re-claim that
when they provide the software upgrades. In this approach
we have given two modes :user mode and upgrade mode.
The user mode is solely intended for end users while the
update mode is for OEMs.
The entire solution and algorithms are built on top of
existing open source file system (ext4) and its utilities, so as
to provide ease of development and deployment.



This utility provides a provision to the users to
do dynamic repartitioning on the smart phones
with the help of existing utilities of the open
source ext4 file system.



Two modes operation makes this easy to use



Software upgrades will be easy (No space
constraints)



Fulfillment of On-demand user space memory
expansion



Flexibility
to
requirements

enhance

user
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Figure 1. Overview of the process in update mode

B.

Approach and methodology

We are making use of the existing open source ext4 file
system utilities such as e2fsck, resize2fs, and parted lib.
As mentioned, the method has two modes and we have
completed the concept proof implementation in one mode,
which is update mode.
We have the main functional modules as below:
Figure 2. Memory Layout change in re-sizing

Computation:This module will tell you sequence of repartitioning
because if you want to expand the partition you have to
shrink the other partition first. Basically we will build a
dependency graph of partitions and perform topological sort
and the tasks will be performed in that order.

Data shifting:Resizing will segregate the data and the free space in the
partition. However, the size of physical partition has not yet
changed. The data needs to be shifted based on the location
of the partition to which the free space should be appended.

Generally we have three tasks in repartitioning.


Resizing (resize2fs)



Data shifting



GPT (Global Partition Table) update

Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the partition 4 after
the data has been shifted to the end of the partition, thereby
creating space at the beginning of the partition to be added
to partition 3, just above it.

For a successful repartitioning, these tasks have to be
executed sequentially in the same order.
The description of these tasks is as follows:
Resizing:Resizing is the major task which will enlarge or shrink
the full disk file system layout and update the superblock as
well as metadata. For this task we will be using open source
utility (resize2fs).
The Figure 2 shows the layout, the data present and free
space available in partition 3. As we can see the gray portion
of the memory in figure 2 (just below partition 3) is an
example of free space. Also the data in the partition 4 is
scattered. The right side of the figure 2 shows the
defragmented partition after resizing. All the free blocks of
each partition is segregated to contiguous locations.

Figure 3. Memory Layout change in data shifting
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GPT Update:After Data shifting operation, the GPT (Global Partition
Information Table) will be updated to change the physical
partition layout of the device. Figure 4 shows the updated
physical partition layout

Figure 4. Memory Layout change when GPT update

C.

Implementation:
The dynamic re-partitioning is carried out in 4 stages.
1.

Stage 1: Validation of new Partition info

2.

Stage 2: Recovery 1

3.

Stage 3: Recovery 2 (Only for update mode)

4.

Stage 4: Bootloader

Figure 5. Implementation stages of repartitioning during OS upgeade.

Stage 2: In this stage, the device will boot in recovery and
are execute only repartition commands. After successfully
executing the repartition commands, in case of user
triggered mode, a flag is set to indicate the bootloader to
update the new partition layout in GPT. However, if the
request is for OS upgrade, the device is rebooted in recovery
mode (recovery 2) after successfully repartitioning.

Stage 1: New partition layout is received can be either for a
software upgrade or as per the end user request, means the
end user wishes to get more space in one of the partitions,
mostly the user data partition. The new partition layout is
then validated using the PIT (Partition Information Table)
Parser utility in this stage. On successful verification, the
appropriate recovery commands are written in the
/cache/recovery/command file for OS upgrade mode or end
user request mode. In the earlier case, 2 commands – one for
repartition and other for applying the delta – are written. In
the latter case, only one command - to repartition - is
written. These commands will be executed by the init
process when booted in recovery.

In case of user triggered mode, after stage 2, a flag is
updated for the bootloader stage and then device will be
booted to normal mode.
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controller, the power recovery system will act and makes the
system in-tact.
The basic philosophy of the recovery system is to retain
the system, from where we started the process.
We have done extensive tests on our apparatus to make
sure the recovery system is acting well, which include some
set of automated robotic level testing process. As a result we
could able to handle all such cases and make a robust system
as our proposed apparatus.
D.

Future Scope

The major limitation of this work is performance aspect.
If the data is large in the partition where in the repartitioning is performing there is significant performance
problems. To improve the performance in data shifting, we
recommend incorporating the compression techniques to this
apparatus.
The proposal can be extended to other file systems like
B-tree file system, where functionalities like on-line re-size
and snap shot are available. This kind of file system can
overcome the above mentioned overhead on performance
easily. We have explored the same in B-tree file system and
able to achieve significant improvement in performance.
However present android smart phones are using the ext4
file system so we restricted our work to ext4 file system.

E.

Conclusions

The approach and methodology mentioned in this paper
is implemented for concept proofing and we could
successfully complete achieve desired results. This is now
in-progression for commercialization. This will be a handy
method for all the normal users and OEMs.

Figure 6. Implementation stages of reaprtitioning on user demand.

During the boot to normal mode, the bootloader stage
acts to update PIT & GPIT tables with new partition
information and user can enjoy the new created space
seamlessly.
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